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Item Number

Artwork Size
H" x W"
No Bleed

Impression Size
H" x W" Description

4EP-1C 0.935" x 1.9375" 1" x 2" Official K Pocket Embosser - 1"x2"

4EP-3C 1.5625" Diameter 15/8"  Diameter Official K Pocket Embosser - 15/8" Diameter

4EP-5C 1.9449" Diameter 2" Diameter Official K Pocket Embosser - 2" Diameter

4ED-2C 0.935" x 1.9375" 1" x 2" Official KO Desk Embosser - 1"x2"

4ED-4C 1.5625" Diameter 15/8"  Diameter Official KO Desk Pocket Embosser - 15/8" Diameter

4ED-6C 1.9449" Diameter 2" Diameter Official KO Desk Pocket Embosser - 2" Diameter

4EP-SEN12 0.935" x 1.9375" 1" x 2" Contour Comfort Embosser - 1"x2"

4EP-SEN40 1.5625" Diameter 15/8"  Diameter Contour Comfort Embosser- 15/8" Diameter

4EP-SEN50 1.9449" Diameter 2" Diameter Contour Comfort Embosser - 2" Diameter

100% Black and White Artwork scaled to fit the artwork size.
Custom designs and artwork can be produced in the available sizes.
Artwork cannot have screens.
If border designs are wanted, artwork will need to include the border design.
Artwork with a border design should have a thickness between 3 pt. to 4 pt. for a clean impression. If borders are thicker the 
embosser may rip through the paper.
Double borders should be at least a 1/16" space between the solid lines.
Minimum point size for all embossers is 8 pt.
Maximum point size for embossers by impression size, based on single initial only: 1"x 2" = 90 pt., 15/8" diameter = 120 pt., 
2" diameter = 155 pt.
Embosser Line Set-up for Round Embosser Impression *note not all lines need to be used, this represents a traditional embosser 
format and is meant to be a guideline for character limits.

Embosser Line Character Limit for 1"x 2" size: Maximum # of lines = 5, Maximum # of Characters per line: 26 (based on 8 pt. type)
If no font or typestyle is given the default font used will be Swiss Caps.
Script and thin typestyles are not recommended. Block typestyle will leave a more crisp impression.
Minimum 600 dpi is recommended for highest quality output
File formats should be Tiff’s, PDF’s or Illustrator files with the fonts embedded in the file, *PDF files are preferred
Do not include any punctuation in the PDF file name and keep the name as short as possible

Custom sizes are not available

3 Impression Sizes Available, 3 Different Styles/Handle Options, 
No Custom Sizes Available
Laser Engraved Delrin Die 
Delrin Die
Pocket embossers include a vinyl pouch.
20 lb. paper or lighter is recommended for best impression
2 working days
FREE
Minor artwork adjustments can be made with no additonal fees applied. This would include items such as slight modification 
to size and/or color, name/text changes, and artwork clean up (i.e. removing spots from scanned artwork). These alterations 
should take no longer than 10-15 minutes to complete. Additional design/layout/color assistance is available for an hourly rate. 
This would include items such as color matching or color separation, logo redraw/manipulation or any additional layout design 
work needed on artwork.

Size Available:

Process:
Material:

Production Time:
Set-up Charges:
Art Charges:

Standard Offering Sizes:

Custom Offer Sizes:
Artwork Requirements:

Tech Sheet - Embossers

Lines 1 & 2 based on 12 point type; 
Lines 3-5 based on 10 point type

Lines 1 & 2 based on 10 point type; 
Lines 3-5 based on 8 point type

15⁄8"

Line No.
Max # of 

Char.

1 21
2 21
3 14
4 14
5 8

2"

Line No.
Max # of 

Char.

1 23
2 23
3 14
4 14
5 8
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Embosser Direction

Order Process:
Proofs:

Packaging:

Changes or Cancellations:

Standard cardboard shipping container.
Multiple menus will ship in one shipping container, multiple containers pending size and quantity.
Changes to orders in progress may require additional charges and/or time. Cancellations for orders in progress will require 
payment for the order.

Specify one direction from which you will be using the embosser.
For pocket and contour embossers indicate top, bottom, left or right of the paper. If no direction is given default will be the 
from the left.
For desk embossers indicate top or bottom of paper. If no direction is given default will be the from the bottom.

Electronic or Manual
Emailed Electronic PDF Proofs add 2 working days to the item production. First proof is free of charge. Additional proofs 
available for an additional charge. Production time begins after receipt of complete order including proof approval.
Production Samples physical product proofs are available using customer artwork. These are offered at a % off the one 
quantity price. Standard production times will apply.
Complimentary Proof may be required for certain orders to ensure satisfaction. Production time will be begin upon approval of 
the proof.
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